Abstract: This article aims to determine the applicable of Islamic rules in Sharia
INTRODUCTION

The development of Islamic Banks in
Indonesia to sustain the national economic improvement in order to generate justice, togetherness, and socio-economic prosperity The sources of data used in the study were categorized into two main types.
The first is primary data which meant that data gathered from the samples, or the key informants. To collect data, the researcher used a guided interview and paper-andpencil method or questionnaire. The second is secondary data which is defined as data taken from either documents or files collected from the Banks relating to the study. It included, for example, a collection of regulations and the number of customers.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Brief History of Islamic Banking System in Indonesia
Since 1997, economic crisis was inevitable affecting a number of conventional banks which were 240 had to experience negative speed leading an effect on liquidation, except banks operating system of Islamic rules.
In November 1997, there were 16 banks facing bankruptcy, followed by other 38 banks, then continued by 55 banks. Following this factual phenomenon, some economists suggested an alternative banking system to address monetary issue faced by this country.
It is a system of Islamic rules which fundamentally bases on the values of Ilahiyah.
Concerning the system of 'riba' which was comprehended as the leading force of global economic crisis in a certain range of 1923, 1930, 1940, 1980, 1990, from 1997 to 2001 and 2008 to 2009, has motivated some Islamic intellectuals to establish a banking system which applied principles of 
Musyarakah for the property credits, and
Murabahah for buy-and-sell transactions.
As the head Branch of BMI Jayapura said: as, Rupiah current account, USD current account, students' deposits, plan deposits, Pilgrim investment, and Giro; (2) product of finance, such as, consumptive finance, investing finance, and capital investment. It also offers some services; they are fund transfer, RTGS, Net Banking, SMS Banking, clearance, and payment point. He added that the most selected product by the customers is of students' deposits and plan deposits and the agreement applied is profit-and-loss sharing according to standard of central BSM.
Based on the Table 1 , it is found that,
(1) profit-and-loss system in BMI and BSM is higher than rate system which is imposed by conventional banks. The percentage of respondents from BMI and BSM saying agree is 65% and 60% respectively, and there are only 35% and 40% each disagree. In order to establish conformability, the researcher also did a deep interview to cross check the finding, and revealed that most of the cus- it from the bank officers and have been told that this system would give more benefit.
In terms of financial management, (2) there were 47,50% and 30% of respondents agreeing that system of financial man- As a consequence, the officers would only hunt the target for rewarding and promised incentives and not concern whether or not the business of customers are allowed. In terms of cheaper fees imposed to customers, it accounted for 55% and 60%
of the respondents which said agree, while there were 45% and 40% saying disagree.
It means that the fee which was obliged to customers in the Islamic banks does not differ extensively from that of conventional banks. However, a random customer of the Islamic bank assumed that since 2009, the first time she joined the BSM Jayapura, she never felt that the fee of the BSM Jayapura is cheaper than that of conventional banks.
She gave an example, if she proposed a loan fund to the head of the BSM in order to get financial assistance; she was directed to a designated notarist to manage every required documents, such as, property certificate for guarantee, which cost some amount of money. As such, she claimed that there is no difference fee imposed to costumers between Syariah Banks and conventional banks. 
